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PROGRAMME
Monday, 10 July

9.30 am
Registration, Welcome Coffee

10–10.30 am
Welcome by Jonathan Everts (ZIRS) and Megan Maruschke (GSGAS / ReCentGlobe)

10.30 am – 12 pm
Jonathan Everts (Halle):
Resourcification and Crisis?
Moderation: Karen Silva Torres (Leipzig)

12 – 1.30 pm
Lunch Break

1.30 – 3 pm
Panel 1  Conceptual Reflections on Resources
Chair: Markus Sattler (Leipzig)
Camille Vern (Leipzig):
Un / Making of Resources in Empirical Research
Wang Mo (Leipzig):
Knowledge Flow between Energy Science and Weapons Science in China: Based on an Academic Genealogy Perspective
Comment: Janine Hauer (Halle)

3 – 4 pm
Coffee Break

4 – 6 pm
Panel 2  Contested Imaginations on Resources at Multiscale Level
Chair: Rebecca Grossi (Leipzig)
Nurul Sri Rahatiningtyas (Jakarta):
Water as Resources and Hazards in Geographical Perspective
Felix Kolb (Halle):
Resource Imaginaries and Socio-Ecological Conflicts in the European Periphery
Eleanor Fox (Exeter):
The Contested Construction of Glaciers as a Water Resource in Chile
Comment: Megan Maruschke (Leipzig)

6 pm
Reception
Tuesday, 11 July

9:30 am – 12 pm
Panel 3  Still Hoping for the Future? Ethnographies of Food Production in Post-Exploitation Times

Chair: Julia Friederike Pank (Oxford)

Mathilde Morin (Oxford):
Feeding Culture in the Anthropocene: The Northern Basque Food Sovereignty Project

Sasha Mouzin (Oxford):
Dairy Cows: Between Resources and Living Beings

Eva Sophia Kirmes (Berlin):
Imagining Futures in Transforming Hydrosocial Territories of the Andes

Jonny Grünsch (Enschede):
Is there a Way not to Treat Biodiversity as a Resource? Policy, Agriculture, L/land Relations in the Rural East of the Netherlands

Comment: Nina Mackert (Leipzig)

12 – 2 pm
Lunch Break

2 – 4 pm
Panel 4  Resources at the Edge: Resource Management Amidst Crises in the Francophone World

Chair: Yasmine Najm (Leipzig)

Cedric Jürgensen (Leipzig):
Post-Brexit Challenges in the Dover-Calais Borderland: Examining the Disruption of Transborder Mobility

Therese Mager (Leipzig):
Reversing the Clock? The Rassemblement National's Populist Approach to Global Economic Processes

Gökay Kanmazalp (Leipzig):
Converging Worlds: French Language Education at Galatasaray High School through the Eyes of a Bulgarian Student

Comment: Antje Dietze (Leipzig)

4 – 4.30 pm
coffee break

4.30 – 6.30 pm
Panel 5  Territorial Practices and Policies in Resource Management

Chair: Konstantin Groß (Leipzig)

Jakob Buße von Colbe (Halle):
Implementing the New European Bauhaus. Rescaling „Strukturwandel“ Challenges in Saxony-Anhalt

Junsoo Kim (Daejeon):
The Politics of Pine Tree: Interspecies Politics in Inter-Korea Borderland

Cornelia Sahling (Trento):
The Political Economy of Soviet and Russian Oil Rents, and Implications of Resource Geopolitics for Rent Extraction

Comment: Elisabeth Kaske (Leipzig)

7 pm
Get Together (snacks and drinks) with GSGAS PhDs vs. Postdoc Quiz Night organized by the PhD representatives Cedric (cedric.juergensen@uni-leipzig.de) & Milan (milan.procyk@uni-leipzig.de)
Wednesday, 12 July

10 am – 12 pm

Panel 6  Different Knowledge System on Critical Resources

Chair: Jens Herpolsheimer (Leipzig)

Marian Augusta Brainoo (Leipzig):
Overcoming Hegemonic Barriers in the Global Knowledge Economy

Vuyisile Precious Moyo (Stellenbosch):
Indigenous Knowledge Systems as Agroecology for Rural Farmers Enhanced Food Security Amid Climate Change Vagaries in Southern Zimbabwe

Verena Wolf (Jena):
The Evolution of the Atmosphere as Global Common and Planetary Domain in Light of the Climate Crisis

Comment: Amy Walker (Halle)

12 – 12.15 pm

Coffee Break

12.15 – 1.15 pm

Roundtable:
Contested Resources and the Ubiquity of Crisis

with Janine Hauer (Halle), Felix Schiedlowski (Halle) and Amy Walker (Halle)

Moderation: Nina Mackert (Leipzig)

1.15 pm

Lunch and Farewell